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Анотація. Стаття присвячена розширеному управлінню великими розподіленими динамічними 

системами в непередбачуваних і кризових ситуаціях. Викладено новітню концепцію Агентства 

оборонних проектів (DARPA) Мозаїчні війни, орієнтовану на швидко компоновану мережу сенсорів, 

багатодоменних вузлів управління, а також спільні пілотовані і безпілотні системи з інтеграцією 

розкиданих ресурсів, які повинні працювати разом як єдина система. Це може мати особливе зна-

чення для вирішення складних національних і міжнародних проблем оборони і безпеки, де розкидані 

по всьому світу мозаїчні ресурси повинні швидко об’єднуватися для колективної боротьби з лиха-

ми і кризами, оскільки окремі країни не в змозі здійснювати це самостійно. Показано, як розподі-

лені мозаїчні системи можна моделювати за допомогою розробленої Технології просторового за-

хоплення (ТПЗ), яка використовує активні розподілені мережі знань, вирішуючи такі проблеми, як 

збір і інтеграція в реальному часі поширених ресурсів під єдиним управлінням і групування таких 

ресурсів для колективної ліквідації небажаних явищ. Практичне значення може мати викорис-

тання масової роботики з безпілотними пристроями, які виступають у ролі мозаїки. Пояснюєть-

ся, як збирати інтелектуальні команди з безпілотних бойових повітряних апаратів (UCAV), які 

самореструктуруються, колективно дивляться територію і атакують виявлені цілі. Інший сцена-

рій ТПЗ описує організацію автоматичного бою повітряного сворма з іншою групою/свормом без 

зовнішнього управління. Також показано, як розділений на частини ланцюжок (platoon) безпілот-

них транспортних засобів через дорожні ситуації самовідновлюється в регулярну послідовність із 

транспортними засобами, які символізують мозаїчні плитки. Перелічуються переваги викорис-

тання ТПЗ для реалізації різних функцій мозаїки. 

Ключові слова: Мозаїчні війни, Технологія просторового захоплення, розподілені мережі, багато-

доменне управління, роботизований свормінг. 

 

Аннотация. Статья посвящена расширенному управлению большими распределенными динамиче-

скими системами в непредсказуемых и кризисных ситуациях. Изложена новейшая концепция 

Агентства оборонных проектов (DARPA) Мозаичные войны, ориентированная на быстро компо-

нуемые сети сенсоров, многодоменных узлов управления, а также совместные пилотируемые и 

беспилотные системы с интеграцией разбросанных ресурсов, которые должны работать вместе 

как единая система. Это может иметь особое значение для решения сложных национальных и 

международных проблем обороны и безопасности, где разбросанные по всему миру мозаичные ре-

сурсы должны быстро объединяться для коллективной борьбы с бедствиями и кризисами, по-

скольку отдельные страны не в состоянии осуществлять это самостоятельно. Показано, как 

распределенные мозаичные системы можно моделировать с помощью разработанной Технологии 

пространственного захвата (ТПЗ), использующей активные распределенные сети знаний, решая 

такие проблемы, как сбор и интеграция в реальном времени распространенных ресурсов под еди-

ным управлением и группирование таких ресурсов для коллективной ликвидации нежелательных 

явлений. Практическое значение может иметь использование массовой роботики с беспилотными 

устройствами, выступающими в роли мозаики. Объясняется, как собирать интеллектуальные 

команды из беcпилотных боевых воздушных аппаратов (UCAV), которые самореструктурируют-

ся, коллективно обозревают территорию и атакуют обнаруженные цели. Другой сценарий ТПЗ 

описывает организацию автоматического боя воздушного сворма с другой группой/свормом без 

внешнего управления. Также показано, как разделенная на части цепочка (platoon) беспилотных 

транспортных средств из-за дорожных ситуаций самовосстанавливается в регулярную последо-

вательность с транспортными средствами, символизирующими мозаичные плитки. Перечисля-

ются преимущества использования ТПЗ для реализации различных функций мозаики. 

Ключевые слова: Мозаичные войны, Технология пространственного захвата, распределенные се-

ти, многодоменное управление, роботизированный сворминг. 
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Abstract. The paper relates to advanced management of large distributed dynamic systems in unpredicta-

ble and crisis situations. It briefs the newest DARPA Mosaic Warfare concept oriented on rapidly com-

posable networks of low-cost sensors, multi-domain command and control nodes, and cooperative manned 

and unmanned systems, with runtime integration of scattered resources which should operate together as 

one holistic system. It may have the highest value for solving complex national and international defense 

and security problems for which scattered throughout the world «mosaic» resources should be quickly 

integrated to collectively fight disaster and crisis situations, with separate nations unable of doing this 

individually. The paper shows how distributed mosaic systems can be modeled under the developed Spa-

tial Grasp Technology (SGT) using active distributed knowledge networks, with solving such exemplary 

problems on them as runtime collection of scattered resources into integral forces operating under unified 

control, and grouping of certain distributed resources for the surrounding and collective elimination of 

unwanted phenomena. Of practical importance may be mosaics-related approaches using massive robot-

ics with unmanned units behaving as tiles in distributed environments. Explained is how to assemble 

teams of UCAVs intelligently swarming, self-restructuring, and collectively observing territory with col-

lecting and impacting the targets discovered. Another SGT scenario is organizing automatic fight of an 

aerial swarm with another group/swarm without external control. Also shown how broken into pieces the 

moving platoon of unmanned vehicles, due to road situations, is self-recomposing into a normal platoon 

chain, with vehicles symbolically considered as mosaic tiles. The paper also explains advantages of using 

SGT for implementation of different mosaics features. 

Keywords: Mosaic Warfare, Spatial Grasp Technology, distributed networking, multi-domain control, 

robotic swarming. 
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1. Introduction 

The paper relates to advanced management of distributed dynamic systems in unpredictable and 

crisis situations, which may appear any time and in any points/places throughout the world while 

covering large territories and often ignoring borders between different countries. It is organized 

as follows. 

Section 2 first describes the newest DARPA Mosaic Warfare concept oriented on rapidly 

composable networks of low-cost sensors, multi-domain command and control nodes, and coop-

erative manned and unmanned systems, with runtime integration and goal orientation of scattered 

resources which should operate together as one holistic system. Section 3 briefs the Spatial Grasp 

model and Technology (SGT) aiming at solving distributed supervision, integration and man-

agement problems in a way similar to the announced Mosaic Warfare goals, which has been de-

veloped for the last decades and in different countries, with numerous applications in both civil 

and defense areas. 

Section 4 shows how distributed mosaic systems can be effectively modeled under SGT 

using active distributed knowledge networks with nodes behaving as mosaic tiles, some of which 

expected missing. Solutions of exemplary problems are demonstrated on this model, such as 

runtime collection of scattered particular type resources throughout large territories into more 

powerful forces operating under unified control, and grouping of certain distributed tiles-facilities 

into spatial fences for cooperating surrounding, supervision, and elimination of dangerous ele-

ments or phenomena. 

Of practical importance may be mosaics-related approaches using massive robotics with 

unmanned units behaving as tiles in distributed environments. In Section 5, it is demonstrated 

how easy is to assemble teams of UCAVs intelligently swarming, self-optimizing, and collective-

ly observing the covered territory with collecting, disseminating, and impacting the targets dis-

covered. Another SGT scenario (Section 6) is organizing automatic fight of one aerial swarm 

against another unmanned or manned group/swarm without any external control. One more ex-

ample (Section 7) shows how broken into pieces the moving platoon of manned or unmanned ve-

hicles, due to the situations on roads, is self-recomposing into the regular platoon chain again, 

with vehicles symbolically considered as mosaic tiles too. 
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Figure 1 – DARPA's concept of «mosaic warfare» 

In Conclusions (Section 8), the paper highlights and explains advantages of using SGT for 

simulation and implementation of different Mosaic Warfare features, also revealing future plans 

for continuation and extension of this research, new publications including. 

 

2. The DARPA mosaic concept 

The new DARPA‟s Strategic Technology Office (STO) strategy, called Mosaic Warfare [1–8], 

seeks of getting a new asymmetric advantage, one that imposes complexity on adversaries by 

harnessing the power of dynamic, coordinated, and highly autonomous systems. This is by turn-

ing complexity into a powerful weapon via rapidly composable networks of low-cost sensors, 

multi-domain command and control nodes, and cooperative manned and unmanned systems, as 

symbolically in Fig. 1 (taken from [1]). 

Under the mosaic ap-

proach, air, cyber, land, sea and 

space domains will focus on op-

erating in a more integrated 

framework. The new approach 

also recognizes the reality that it 

will be impossible for the U.S. 

military to maintain an asym-

metric technological advantage 

in the form of advanced satel-

lites, stealth aircraft and other 

systems in the future. DARPA‟s 

research and development ef-

forts are also focusing on hu-

manoid robots, artificial intelligence, synthetic biology, distributed space architectures, hyperson-

ics and quantum sensing. Advances in microelectronics and communications are making possible 

a degree of networked coordination and collaboration between different systems almost unimagi-

nable just a few years ago. This, in turn, is enabling distributed system-of-systems architectures 

that will be more resilient to attack, less costly to develop and faster to upgrade when compared 

to today‟s centralized expensive monolithic system. 

The mosaic approach will require a shift in military policy from dominance to «lethality». 

It is believed that various domains currently spend too much time, money and effort in trying to 

ensure its weapons systems are more advanced than adversaries. It‟s imperative to focus on le-

thality and the ability to win regardless of whose individual weapons system is the best. A fun-

damental way to achieve this lethality is by distributing and disaggregating the sensors and weap-

ons that today are tightly bound together and integrated on monolithic platforms. 

Efforts of various domains to engage in the concept of joint multi-domain battle in recent 

years have been limited by the degree of machine-to-machine connectivity available to them to-

day. Instead, a future is considered where computers will be distributed across the battle space, 

and can all communicate and coordinate with each other. Traditional asymmetric technology ad-

vantage is now lower than it once was, due to increased global access to comparable high-tech 

systems and components, many of which are now commercially available. The military has found 

that high cost and sometimes decades-long development of new systems are unable to compete 

with the fast refresh rate of commercial electronics technology, which can make new military 

systems obsolete before they‟re even delivered. Within mosaic concept to warfare, lower-cost, 

less complex systems may be linked together in a vast number of ways to create desired, interwo-

ven effects tailored to any scenario. 
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Figure 2 – Mosaic picture with missing tiles but still  

understandable content 

The individual parts of a mo-

saic are attritable but together are in-

valuable for how they contribute to 

the whole. This means that even if an 

adversary can neutralize a number of 

pieces of the mosaic, the collective 

can instantly respond as needed to still 

achieve the desired, overall effect. A 

tile in a mosaic is one small part of a 

bigger picture, as in Fig. 2 (taken 

from [2]). If you lose one tile, this 

should not be a big deal, as the whole 

picture remains understandable and functional. 

The mosaic concept also fundamentally differs from the traditional «system of systems» 

model, where each part is uniquely designed and integrated to fill a specific role. Mosaic warfare 

envisions a bottom-up composition capability, where individual elements, like individual tiles in 

a mosaic, are combined to create an effect in ways not previously contemplated, and potentially 

dynamically. 

Unlike today‟s monolithic systems and rigid architectures that take decades to develop, 

Mosaic Warfare is expected to utilize rapid machine-to-machine interoperability and AI to net-

work manned and unmanned systems together, creating resilient and distributed architectures at 

campaign, and eventually, mission speeds. It focuses on speed and adaptation, networking sen-

sors, command and control, and effects together across domains to form solutions that adapt to 

dynamic threats and environments, orienting on creation of resilient systems that retain legacy 

capabilities, but mitigating the vulnerabilities of monolithic systems.  

The new DARPA approach, in our opinion, may have much greater, including philosophi-

cal and psychological, sense and dimension rather than just uniting distributed casual forces. This 

may inevitably connect it with the gestalt psychology and theory [9–13] proclaiming unique ca-

pability of human mind and brain to directly grasp the whole of phenomena while treating parts, 

which may be incomplete, in the context of this whole rather than vice versa. The Spatial Grasp 

model and Technology, briefed in the next section, is just attempting to conceptually and practi-

cally catch this wholeness, of distributed dynamic systems too, which can be particularly useful 

for this DARPA mosaics concept. 
 

3. Spatial Grasp Technology (SGT) 

We are providing here only main ideas of SGT on which there are many available sources 

including European patent [14], John Wiley and Springer books [15–18], as well as numerous 

publications of different technology versions along with their networked implementations and 

diverse applications [19–67]. 

Within SGT, a high-level scenario for any task to be performed in a distributed world is 

represented as an active self-evolving pattern rather than traditional program, sequential or 

parallel. This pattern, written in a high-level Spatial Grasp Language (SGL) and expressing top 

semantics of the problem to be solved, can start from any world point as a source of pattern‟s 

activity. It then spatially propagates, replicates, modifies, covers and matches the distributed 

world in a parallel wavelike mode, while echoing the reached control states and data found or 

obtained by given operations (which may be arbitrarily remote) for making decisions and 

processing at higher levels, with further space navigation from new or previously reached points, 

and so on.  
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Figure 3 – Multi-source space coverage & matching 

 
Figure 4 – Spreading spatial patterns and creation of 

distributed infrastructures 

Many spatial processes in SGL 

can start any time and from any world 

places and develop simultaneously 

worldwide while cooperating or 

competing with each other, depending 

on applications, as in Fig. 3. 

The self-spreading and self-

matching SGL patterns can create 

knowledge infrastructures arbitrarily 

distributed between system 

components having embedded SGL 

interpreters, which may cover any 

regions, the whole world including, as 

in Fig. 4. 

The created infrastructures, 

which may be left active, can 

effectively support or express 

distributed databases, command and 

control, situation awareness, 

autonomous and collective decisions, 

as well as any other existing or 

hypothetical computational and/or 

control models (like, say, neural 

networks or Petri nets). They can also 

be the result of spatial matching of 

arbitrary graph-based patterns in SGL 

with already existing knowledge networks previously organized by SGT or any other models and 

technologies. 

SGL has a deep recursive structure with its top level shown below, which reflects the 

space-covering-grasping-creation-matching-echoing nature of SGL scenarios (where words in 

italics represent syntactic categories, square brackets show optional constructs, braces indicate 

repetitive parts, and parentheses and comma being the language symbols). 

 
grasp       constant | variable | [rule] [({ grasp,})] 

constant        information | matter | custom | special | grasp  

variable        global | heritable | frontal | nodal | environmental   

 rule        type | usage | movement | creation | echoing | verification | assignment |  

  advancement | branching | transference | exchange | timing | qualifying | grasp 

 

The SGL scenario can dynamically spread & process & match the world or its parts 

needed, with scenario code capable of virtually or physically splitting, replicating, modifying and 

moving in the distributed spaces being accompanied with transitional data (including in special 

frontal variables). This movement can take place in single or multiple scenario parts dynamically 

and spatially interlinked under the overall control, which is spreading, covering, and matching the 

navigated world too.  

Numerous communicating SGL interpreter copies can be installed worldwide in 

thousands to millions to billions of copies and integrated with other systems or operate 

autonomously in critical situations. They are forming altogether a sort of global collective spatial 

brain governed on top level by multiple and freely moving soul-like recursive scenarios in SGL. 
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Figure 5 – Mosaic space simplified model 

4. SGT-based distributed mosaic simulation 

We will be symbolically representing the mosaic space here by a regular distributed network 

model expressed in SGT with possibility of some nodes missing, also showing exemplary non-

local operations on it which may need a sort of holistic vision of this distributed space to be suc-

cessful. 

 

4.1. Networked representation of mosaic space 

Symbolic mosaic space consisting of differently 

colored tiles-units is shown in Fig. 5, assuming 

the tiles representing nodes of a regular distribut-

ed network, with colors reflecting different orien-

tation (or content) of the nodes. 

The tiles-nodes may have different links 

with surrounding nodes. We are assuming here 

that each node has links with four di-

rect_neighbors, if all exist, having common 

edges with them, as in Fig. 6a (on its up, down, 

left, and right). It may also have additional links 

with the four corner_neighbors (if all exist 

too) as in Fig. 6b, thus generally having eight all_neighbors in total, as in Fig. 6c, if all such 

neighbors are present in the mosaic picture. 

 

                         
a                                  b                                   c 

Figure 6 – Links to neighboring tiles: (a) direct_neighbors; (b) corner_neighbors; (c) all_neighbors 

 

We will be showing below two exemplary distributed mosaics-related tasks and their so-

lutions on this simplified networked model. 

 

4.2. Grouping particular type neighboring elements 

The task is to find all fully interconnected groupings of units (as direct_neighbors to each 

other) of particular type (let it be pink) with given threshold number of components in such 

groups (say, not less than 4), and fix their entry or head units. This task may, for example, relate 

to runtime grouping of certain distributed military or security units into more powerful forces 

with each under united control. The related SGL scenario may be as follows (starting in parallel 

in all networked tiles-nodes, with the obtained resultant nodes-entries in each group having their 

names-values like X-Y coordinates as maximum in relation to the other group nodes): 

 
hop(Headquarters); 

nodal(Heads, Threshold = 4, Subordinates); 

Heads =  

 (hop(all); TYPE == pink; IDENTITY = NAME;  

  hopfirst(current);  

  Subordinates = contain( 

    repeat( 

      hopfirst(direct_neighbors); COLOR == pink; 
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      if(NAME < IDENTITY, abort); blind(NAME), stay); 

count(Subordinates) + 1 >= Threshold; NAME); 

output(Heads) 

 

The issued result will be: Name1, Name2, Name3 (with these head names corresponding 

to the related X-Y node coordinates) as shown in Fig. 7, where the groped pink elements high-

lighted in red. 

Example of a global order delivering some action command to all heads of the obtained 

integrated forces and then to their all subordinates (with both heads and subordinates, registered 

at heads, obliged of executing it) may be as follows: 

 
hop(Heads); hop(Subordinates), stay; perform(action) 

 

With a slight scenario complication, we could also appoint heads of the obtained groups 

as being topologically most central to the other group members, say, for more effective command 

and control of the whole groups, like shown in Fig. 8. 

 

  
Figure 7 – Grouping of direct neighbors under 

threshold given 

Figure 8 – A better solution for entry nodes of the 

groups found 

 

4.3. Collective surrounding and impacting of a danger element 

Having discovered some alien or dangerous element in the distributed mosaic (like the tile in 

black in Fig. 9), let us try to find the nearest full chain or “fence” around it consisting of certain 

(let them be pink again) elements (generally linked by all_neighbors to each other). Such 

full chain, if exists, will not let the danger element escape (assumed capable of moving only via 

non-pink tiles and as direct_neighbors to each other. 

The following scenario is supposed to be applied from some mission Headquarters, 

which may be inside or outside the considered networked model. Starting from the black tile with 

known Danger_coordinates, it spreads in parallel throughout the tiled space via non-pink 

tiles as direct_neighbors, and as far as possible, with blocking cycling to the already visit-

ed tiles. This is being done unless meets the first pink tiles, where it stops, as shown in Fig. 10 

(these finally reached pink tiles are highlighted now in red too).  

The found names-addresses of nodes of this nearest fence are echoed to the Headquar-

ters which then issues general command to them all to trace and destroy this black tile which 

may be moving, at any time they could be able to, which is accomplished by the following sce-

nario. 
 

hop(Headquarters);  
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nodal(Names) = 

  (hopfirst(Danger_coordinates); 

  repeat(COLOR != pink; hopfirst(direct_neighbors));  

  NAME); 

hop(Names);  

trace_destroy(Danger_coordinates) 

 

 
 

Figure 9 – Discovering a danger element on  

a distributed mosaics 

Figure 10 – Finding a full chain of certain elements 

surrounding the danger tile 

 

The found names-addresses of nodes of this nearest fence are echoed to the Headquar-

ters which then issues general command to them all to trace and destroy this black tile which 

may be moving, at any time they could be able to, which is accomplished by the following sce-

nario. 

 
hop(Headquarters);  

nodal(Names) = 

  (hopfirst(Danger_coordinates); 

  repeat(COLOR != pink; hopfirst(direct_neighbors));  

  NAME); 

hop(Names);  

trace_destroy(Danger_coordinates) 

 

Let us make this scenario a bit more advanced. In the current solution, if no full chain of 

pink tiles exists around the Danger element, the spreading parallel spanning tree algorithm may 

not stop at all, or can just reach the tiled space boundaries if they are limited in distance. We may 

introduce certain allowed max_distance using variable Depth to forcefully stop this tree-

spreading process if it exceeds the allowed depth, with indication and warning that the closed 

fence solution around the danger cannot be found. Also, in case of existence of the closed fence, 

we may involve in the tracing-destroying operation not only each finally reached pink (now red) 

tile separately, but also with their direct all_neighbors also belonging to the fence, say, by 

asking simultaneously the latter to assist in this operation. This setting cooperation between all 

perimeter neighbors, like of integral system, as shown in Fig. 11 and by the extended SGL sce-

nario that follows. 

 
hop(Headquarters);  

frontal(Depth) = max_distance; nodal(Mark, Names); 

Names = contain( 

  hopfirst(Danger_coordinates); 

 repeat(COLOR != pink; hopfirst(direct_neighbors); 
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        decrement(Depth, 1); if(Depth == 0, abort));  

 Mark = 1; NAME); 

if(count(Names) == 0,  

   quit(output(“failure”)), hop(Names));  

parallel( 

  trace_destroy(Danger_coordinates), 

(hop(all_neighbors); Mark == 1;  

 assist_destroy(Danger_coordinates))) 

 

Being fully surrounded by the red perimeter, the danger object (which may be trying to 

move and escape) will be constantly analyzed by all the perimeter units having received its coor-

dinates and the destruction or assistance order, and finally caught or destroyed by some, say, 

closest to it red unit in cooperation with its neighbors, as shown in Fig. 12. 

 

  
Figure 11 – Setting cooperation between all  

neighboring elements of the full chain found 

Figure 12 – The final elimination of the danger  

object 

 

4.3.1. An extended surrounding scenario 

The scenario above presumed that coordinates of the danger object were given in advance. But 

we may complicate and extend this scenario by adding initial analysis of the whole network on 

the presence of such dangerous, or black, tiles there (which may be more than one) with the re-

turn of their exact coordinates to the Headquarters. We may further organize in SGT parallel 

finding of individual fences for all discovered danger objects (such fences may happen to be 

common for more than one danger object) with issuing personal commands to trace and destroy 

them, as follows.  

 
hop(Headquarters);  

nodal(Targets) =  

        (hop(all_nodes); COLOR == black; ADDRESS); 

nonempty(Targets); split(Targets);  

frontal(Target) = VALUE; IDENTITY = Target; 

nodal(Mark, Names); frontal(Depth) = max_distance; 

Names = contain( 

  hopfirst(Target); 

 repeat(COLOR != pink; hopfirst(direct_neighbors); 

        decrement(Depth, 1); if(Depth == 0, abort));  

 Mark = 1; NAME); 

if(count(Names) == 0, stop(output(“failure”, Target)),    

   hop(Names));  

parallel( 
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Figure 13 – Networked UCAVs 

  trace_destroy(Target), 

(hop(all_neighbors); Mark == 1;  

 assist_destroy(Target))) 

 

4.4. More realistic links between mosaic tiles 

In the examples above, we used some hypothetical mosaics model in the form of regular two-

dimensional network structure (with possibility of some nodes missing), just to show how some 

SGT and SGL mechanisms could work in principle in fully distributed environments. In reality 

for this DARPA mosaics concept, links between mosaic elements may be more complex, irregu-

lar, not fixed in advance, but rather appearing dynamically, at runtime. The examples in the fol-

lowing sections are just describing such situations where mosaic elements may be represented as 

separate manned or unmanned units trying to solve different problems cooperatively, with the 

help of SGT. 

 

5. Combining swarming with hierarchical command and control 

Imagine that a distributed area needs to be investigated by multiple unmanned aerial vehicles that 

should randomly search the space, collect information on unwanted objects classifying them as 

targets, and organize collective reaction on the emerging threats. Different group functionalities 

for this can be expressed in SGL and effectively integrated into the resultant holistic group sce-

nario, as follows, with more details on the related scenarios can be found in existing publications, 

including [15–16]. 

 

5.1. Initial distribution of networked units 

These units, like UCAVs, are presumed having 

embedded SGL interpreters (U), which can com-

municate, as shown in Fig. 13. Their collective 

behavior (any imaginable or even so far unimagi-

nable) can be organized by self-navigating spatial 

scenarios in SGL which can start from any unit 

and operate in parallel and fully distributed mode, 

without dedicated in advance centralized or ex-

ternal control facilities.  

 

5.2. Swarm movement scenario  

Randomized (within certain Limits) swarm movement of individual UCAVs, starting in any 

node and with minimum allowed threshold or Range distance between them can be organized by 

the following scenario (let us call this as swarm_move): 

 
hop(all_nodes); 

nodal(Limits = (dx(0,8), dy(-2,5)), Range = 200, Shift); 

repeat(Shift = random(Limits);  

     if(empty(Shift, Range), WHERE += Shift); 

     sleep(delay)) 

 

5.3. Finding topologically central unit  

After finding such central unit, as in Fig. 14, hopping into it, while starting this center finding 

from any unit, calling this as find_hop_center.  

 
frontal(Aver) = average(hop(all_nodes); WHERE); 
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min_destination(hop(all_nodes); distance(Aver, WHERE)) 

 

5.4. Creating runtime operational infrastructure 

The infrastructure creation is starting from the found central unit with the use of oriented seman-

tic links infra and maximum physical distance or Depth between nodes allowed to form direct 

control and operational links, let this be named infra_build, see also Fig. 15. 

 
frontal(Depth = 300); firstcome(current); 

repeat(linkup(+infra, firstcome, Depth)) 

 

Providing more details for this infrastructure creation, with first removing previous infra-

structure links, if any:  

 
frontal(Depth = 300); firstcome(current); 

repeat(hop(firstcome, Depth); 

       stay_unlink(all); linkup(-infra, BACK)) 

 

  
Figure 14 – Runtime finding of central unit Figure 15 – Creating runtime distributed  

operational infrastructure 

 

5.5. Targets collection&distribution&impact 

This distributed operation of discovering targets by individual units throughout the area covered, 

their collection in one point and further distribution to all units engaged, will be starting from the 

central unit found (naming this stage collect_distribute_impact), with the following 

scenario: 

 
frontal(Seen) = repeat(free_detect(targets), hop_links(+infra)); 

nonempty(Seen); 

repeat(free_select_shoot(Seen), hop_links(+infra)) 

 

5.6. Full scenario integration 

Using the accumulated SGL scenarios for different behavioral stages, as above, we can easily in-

tegrate them within the global behavioral & operational scenario. The resultant combined scenar-

io will be uniting the previous SGL-based solutions named in bold while starting from any unit, 

and will be as follows (where threshold_time means certain allowed time interval): 

 
hop(random, all_nodes); 

parallel( 

  swarm_move, 

  repeat( 
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Figure 16 – Different UCAVs swarming with 

potential conflict between swarms 

 
Figure 17 – Swarm against swarm fight  

scenario ideas 

    find_hop_center; stay(infra_build); 

  allowed(threshold_time, 

             sling(collect_distribute_impact)))) 

 

The obtained resultant scenario combines loose and randomly semi-oriented swarm 

movement in a distributed space with periodic updating of topologically central unit (as units are 

changing distances and relative positions in space), and regularly forming updated hierarchical 

infrastructure between them starting from the new central units. This infrastructure controls ob-

servation of distributed territory with collection of potential targets at the current central units, 

distributing them back to the vehicles for local assessment, selection and impact of most available 

or suitable targets. 

 

6. Swarm against swarm aerial scenario 

As a more complex scenario example in 

SGL we will consider here the case where 

an unmanned aerial swarm is fighting an-

other manned or unmanned group/swarm, 

with symbolic swarms shown in Fig. 16. 

More details on similar solutions can be 

found in the mentioned existing publica-

tions on SGT, [15–16] including. 

Basic ideas of a possible swarm against swarm fight scenario may be as follows, some al-

so shown in Fig. 17. 

1. Initial launch of the swarmed units (let 

us call them «chasers»), shown in Fig. 17 with 

embedded SGL interpreters U which can com-

municate with each other, into the expected con-

flict area. 

2. Starting from randomly chosen unit, 

connecting with other chasers which collect and 

send back data on the hostile objects, as «tar-

gets», seen in their vicinity. 

3. Forming the targets priority list by 

their locations in physical space, with maximum 

priority assigned to topologically central targets 

as potential control units of the enemy‟s group. 

4. Other targets are sorted by their dis-

tances from the topological center of their group. 

5. Most peripheral targets, i.e. those in maximum distance from the topological center, are 

considered with higher (even highest) priority too, as potentially having more chances to escape. 

6. Assigning available chasers to most appropriate targets, classifying these chasers as en-

gaged, with chasing & neutralizing the targets and subsequently returning into the status vacant 

after successful performance i.e. if not destroyed themselves. The vacant chasers are again en-

gaged in the targets selection & impact procedure, and so on. 

7. If all collected targets processed, repeating the whole scenario from another randomly 

chosen chaser, if still exist, i.e. from step 2 for the search and impact of new targets, and so on. 

This potentially parallel and distributed swarm-against-swarm scenario can be expressed 

in SGL in a compact form, as follows: 

 
frontal(Chasers) = …, Targets, Next, List, Center); 
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Figure 18 – Cars platooning on roads 

repeat( 

  hop(random, Chasers, vacant); 

  Targets = merge(hop(Chasers); coordinates(visible)); 

  nonempty(Targets); Center = average(Targets); 

  List = sortdown(split(Targets); distance(VALUE, Center) & VALUE); 

  List = append(withdraw(List, last), List); 

  or( 

   loop( 

     nonempty(List); Next = withdraw(List, 1) : 2; 

     free( 

       min_desination( 

         hop(Chasers); STATUS == vacant; distance(WHERE, Next)); 

       STATUS = engaged;  

       If(pursue_neutralize(Next), STATUS = vacant))), 

   stay)) 

 

It is worth mentioning that this chaser swarm management scenario executes exclusively 

within the swarm itself, without any central or external management, which can dramatically 

simplify organization of this and other similar multiple-drone operations. 

 

7. Distributed driverless platoon 

management 

Platooning, a closely spaced mul-

tiple-vehicle chain on a highway 

(as in Fig. 18), has multiple bene-

fits such as fuel saving, accident 

prevention, and so on. But it re-

quires close cooperation among 

participating vehicles to maintain 

the platoon structure in case of different road situations. We will be showing below distributed 

management of different platoon‟s states in SGL, with vehicles as symbolic mosaic “tiles” in 

DARPA‟s recent terminology, where more examples and details on the related driverless man-

agement scenarios can be found in [15, 20]. 

 

7.1. Regular management starting from platoon’s head 

The normal platoon management starts in the head vehicle, see Fig. 19. It regularly accesses all 

vehicles in their chain while updating their speed to keep the needed standard distance between 

vehicles and orient the whole platoon on the speed of the head vehicle. This can be done by the 

following SGL scenario, where Number provides the number of vehicles in the platoon, with 

each vehicle identified by its numerical order in their chain. 

 

 

Figure 19 – Regular collective platoon management 

 
frontal(Distance = …, Number = …, Order = 1, Speed); 

hop(Order);  

sling( 
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  sleep(Delay); Speed = SPEED;  

  repeat( 

    Order += 1 <= Number;  

    hop(behind, Order);  

    update(SPEED,(Speed, Distance, BEFORE))))    

 

7.2. Management of a fragmented platoon 

Due to dynamic road conditions, traffic signals, road speed limits, and other factors like, for ex-

ample, providing highest priority to emergency or police vehicles, a car platoon may suffer frag-

mentation. Such a situation is depicted in Fig. 20, where between platoon vehicles 4 and 5 an 

emergency vehicle happened to appear on the same lane, which divided the platoon in two parts. 

 

 

Figure 20 – Collective management of a fragmented platoon 

 

For inclusion of such cases into platoon management, the previous scenario can be ex-

tended where in case of impossibility to contact next in line vehicle by V2V direct links, the cur-

rent vehicle uses more powerful V2I links with the road infrastructure. This is to find and contact 

the next vehicle which may happen to be at some distance or even far away, and transfer to it the 

current physical coordinates for the subsequent possibility of coming into the needed vicinity 

again, which will also be influencing all remaining platoon vehicles (i.e. vehicles 6 and 7). The 

corresponding SGL scenario code will be as follows. 

 
frontal(Distance = …, Number = …, Order = 1, Speed, Position); 

hop(Order);  

sling( 

  sleep(Delay); Speed = SPEED;  

  repeat( 

    Order += 1 <= Number;  

    or( 

     (hop(first_behind, Order); 

      update(SPEED, (Speed, Distance, BEFORE))), 

     (Position = WHERE; hop(or(behind, infra), Order); 

      update(Position))))) 

 

7.3. Returning to normal platoon operation 

After vehicle 5 comes into the normal distance after vehicle 4 by appearing as the next nearest 

vehicle to it, and the distance between them is covered by V2V communications, the whole pla-

toon will be operating in one piece again, as shown in Fig. 21. This, however, will not guarantee 

the platoon for not being fragmented by certain forces and situations once more, so the previous 

scenario may be in action again. 
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Figure 21 – Recovery of the platoon‟s structure 

 

8. Conclusions 

We have discussed the newest DARPA Mosaic Warfare concept oriented on dynamic manage-

ment of large distributed systems and possibility of its expression by Spatial Grasp model and 

Technology (SGT), with the latter potentially serving as a basic philosophy, ideology, methodol-

ogy and technology for different mosaic-like organizations. Some investigated and already tested 

advantages of applicability of SGT for Mosaic Warfare may be as follows. 

• Very compact, semantic level, spatial mission scenarios naming only main operations 

and decisions to be taken, with traditional system management and command and control routines 

effectively hidden inside automatic high-level language implementation. 

• The spatially evolving and spreading scenarios can engage at different stages and places 

any available operational resources at runtime, during their development rather than ahead of it, 

and these resources may not be known in advance. 

• Any explicit command and control can be expressed in SGL too, taking any centralized 

or distributed forms, which can be automatically updated and even completely changed at 

runtime in case of unexpected situations or damages. 

• SGT can effectively provide distributed situational awareness by parallel worldwide 

coverage while collecting data not only from multiple separate points but also as a result of 

matching of complex patterns with large physical and virtual spaces. 

• SGT can cover different networking layers from top semantic tasking to most basic 

communication protocols and routines, which can be especially vital during nonlocal crises where 

traditional communications, internet including, may fail to operate. 

• The operational scenarios in SGL are well understood by both manned and unmanned 

components, allowing us to assemble mixed teams with any ratio between humans and robots 

which may be changing at runtime, while always preserving mission objectives and goal orienta-

tion. 

• Already investigated SGT capabilities for extrapolating gestalt theory laws to holistic 

grasping of complex situations in distributed environments may be particularly useful for Mosaic 

Warfare in order to dominate in rapidly changing and unpredictable situations. 

In the further engagement and research in this DARPA-launched mosaic concept, we plan 

to use the gained experience from previous versions of SGT (called WAVE) for distributed inter-

active simulation of large military systems [39, 47–51]. More conference, journal and book pub-

lications on integration of Mosaic Warfare with SGT are planned too, truly believing in im-

portance of this mosaic concept which can moving toward global military and security doctrine in 

the 21
st
 century. 
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